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ABSTRACT 
No current micro fabrication technique exists for producing room-
temperature, high-precision, point-to-point polymer nanofibers in three dimensions. 
Producing rounded structures in a third dimension is particularly difficult to accomplish 
with conventional planar micro fabrication techniques. Therefore, the purpose of this 
study is to characterize a novel method for fabricating such structures. 
In this investigation, PMMA micro- and nano- fibers have been fabricated using 
a technique which involves drawing a solvated polymer bridge between two liquid pools 
with a stylus positioned by an ultra-high-precision micromill. The solvent in the solution 
bridge rapidly evaporates, leaving a suspended PMMA fiber between the two pools. In 
order to characterize this process, fibers were drawn over a 1.8 mm silicon trench and 
fiber diameter was measured over a variety of different solution concentrations and 
polymer molecular weights. In addition, the fluid characteristics of the solutions were 
measured to allow for comparisons between fiber diameter and properties such as 
viscosity and surface tension. 
Fiber diameters ranging from 450 nm to 50 J.1IIl were drawn during the characterization 
experiments. In addition, fibers as small as 140 nm were drawn over distances less than 
1.8 mm. It was observed that fiber diameter enlarged as both solution concentration and 
polymer molecular weight increased. In an attempt to decrease fiber diameter variance, 
different stylus materials were also examined, and it was found that a parylene-coated 
stylus resulted in a fair reduction, but not elimination, of the diameter variance. Although 
fiber diameter variances remain somewhat high, possibly due to unwanted solution 
IV 
buildup on the stylus tip, this fabrication technique presents a simple method for 
producing precisely positioned, low temperature, suspended polymer fiber structures on 
the micro- and nanoscale. 
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Currently there is no procedure for the rapid creation of well-ordered, three-
dimensionally positioned, micro- and nanoscale fibers. Methods exist for the spinning, or 
construction, of polymer fibers, but all lack either the precision of a micromanipulator-
controlled process or the ability to draw such miniscule fibers. If nanoscale fibers could 
be easily drawn between two discrete points, these fibers could be utilized as scaffolding 
in the construction of microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) devices. If the fibers 
were polymer-based, they could be coated with another material and dissolved, leaving a 
nanoscale channel. Also, transparent polymer fibers could be used as room-temperature 
fabricated, optical structures. 
Currently, polymer fibers are fabricated by a number of processes. Many 
commercial textiles and other fibers are produced by wet, dry, or melt spinning. Dry 
spinning involves the extrusion of a polymer solution through a series of orifices that 
shape the polymer into several fibers. Wet spinning is nearly identical to dry spinning, 
except a secondary fluid is used to draw the solvent from the polymer solution after 
extrusion. Melt spinning is another related process, involving the extrusion of a melted 
polymer through the orifices. Fibers much smaller in diameter (down to 50 nm) can be 
produced through electrospinning, which involves utilizing an electric filed to shape a 
solvated polymer into a mat of fibers. All of these processes serve some industrial niche, 
but none of them allows for the precise placement of discrete fibers and only 
electro spinning allows for the fabrication of sub-micron structures. 
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The purpose of this study is to characterize a fiber drawing process using an ultra-
high-precision micromilling/drilling machine by varying polymer solution concentration, 
polymer molecular weight, and stylus material. 
The significance of this project is that it will bridge the gap between a process that 
is only proven conceptually and one that can be utilized in industry. In order for this 
fabrication technique to be useful, the user must be able to obtain predictable, 
controllable, and repeatable results. This characterization will link the user-controlled 
variables with the process output (the diameter of the fabricated fibers), thereby allowing 
a user to construct a number of precisely-positioned polymer fibers with a desired 
diameter for use in various applications. 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
A. Current Fiber Spinning Processes 
Currently, polymer fibers are being produced through wet spinning, dry spinning, 
melt spinning, and electrospinning. Although useful, these four methods are not designed 
for precisely placing fibers between two points. In addition to these four, a proof-of-
concept groundwork has been laid for a process closely related to the one discussed in 
this investigation, which involves the formation of polymer fibers via brushing of a 
partially dried polymer solution over a substrate. 
1. Wet / Dry Spinning 
In wet spinning, a solution of solvent and polymer, referred to as a "spinning 
dope", is passed via pump to a spinneret, which is a plate containing one or more orifices 
or nozzles through which the spinning dope falls. Immediately after passing through the 
spinneret, the spinning dope encounters an air gap. This gap exposes the dope to air, 
resulting in partial or complete evaporation of the solvent. The air gap also allows the 
force of gravity to pull the dope downward, further thinning and elongating the fiber. 
Next the fiber is plunged into a bath of coagulant, a solution which removes the solvent 
from the dope, and the fibers are wound around a take-up wheel. This wheel can be 
externally driven to apply a tensile force on the newly drawn fiber, additionally 
elongating it. Lastly, the fiber is passed into a rinsing bath and cut to length (Weink, 
1995). A diagram of the wet spinning process is shown as Figure 1. The presence of a 
coagulant immersion step is the defining characteristic of wet spinning. If this process if 
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performed with the coagulant immersion step omitted, the resulting process is known as 
dry spinning. 
7 
FIGURE 1 - Wet Spinning Apparatus (Wienk, 1995) (1- Polymer solution, 2 - Pump, 3 
- Spinneret, 4 - Air gap, 5 - Coagulant solution, 6 - Rinsing bath, 7 - Fiber collection) 
A number of different factors influence the product of wet spinning. These 
parameters include spinneret geometry, temperature, dope extrusion rate, dope and 
coagulant composition, fiber take-up speed, and length of the air gap (Qin, 2001). A key 
fiber characteristic, fiber diameter, has been found dependant on several of these 
variables. 
Most obviously, fiber diameter is dependant upon the diameter of the orifices in 
the spinneret, with the maximum fiber diameter approximately matching the orifice 
diameter. However, in practice, tensile forces applied by gravity and the take-up 
mechanism stretch the fiber to a smaller diameter. Wienk et al. (1995) have observed 
fiber diameters ranging from 1.10 mm to 1.40 mm for an orifice diameter of 1.50 mm at a 
variety of temperatures, air gap lengths, dope extrusion rates, and take-up speeds. It was 
observed that the diameter decreased as air gap length, extrusion rate, and take-up speed 
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increased. All three of these variables were changed simultaneously, and so the effect of 
each variable independently on fiber diameter can not be reported. Qin et al. (2001) also 
reported an increase in fiber diameter if the air gap was eliminated (i.e. the spinneret rests 
just above the coagulant). 
The mechanical properties of the polymer fibers are also dependent on the above 
parameters. For example, Qin demonstrated that the fibers with no air gap were stronger 
and had higher stiffness, but were less permeable to water than fibers drawn with an air 
gap. Qin (2001) postulated that these results were not a factor of gravity induced tensile 
forces (because the air gap was only 1 cm), but instead, they were due to a more ordered 
molecular structure in the no-air gap conditions (the molecular order structure was locked 
into place upon coagulation by removing the solvent immediately after passing through 
the spinneret). 
Annular tubes can easily be created via wet spinning by utilizing concentric holes 
in the spinneret. The polymer dope can be passed through an outer, annular region, while 
a bore liquid, often water, is passed through the inner hole. The resulting polymer tube 
can be coagulated in a manner identical to fiber spinning. It has been suggested by many 
research groups (Qin, 2001; Mok, 1995; Wienk, 1995; Pereira, 2001; Yang, 2001) that 
these structures can be used as filter membranes with the permeability controlled through 
the alteration of the previously discussed variables. In addition, composite tubes have 
been constructed from two different polymers, allowing one polymer to be the primary 
source of structural support and the other polymer, with favorable membrane qualities 
such as a hydrophilic boundary, to allow for interaction between the tube wall and a 
surrounding fluid. 
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Mok et al. (1995) has characterized the annular membrane formation process 
using polyether sulfone (PES) as the primary polymer and polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) as 
the hydrophilic additive. It was observed that the ratio of outer tube radius to inner tube 
radius increased as bore liquid flow increased, which was likely due to the miscibility of 
the many common solvents with the bore liquid (often water). The bore liquid removes 
the solvent from the polymer dope, thereby solidifying the tubes, before the tubes have 
been thinned and elongated by gravity. Mok (1995) also reported that the outer radius to 
inner radius ratio decreased with increasing dope temperature and viscosity. Yang et al. 
(2001) have suggested that PESIPVP membranes could be used for bio-separations and 
have successfully isolated yeast cells with these annuli. 
2. Melt Spinning 
Melt spinning can be used to create polymer fibers with diameters ranging from 
microns to over a millimeter and the nature of the recrystallization of a melt spun fiber 
can be controlled to yield optimal mechanical properties. The process is very similar to 
that of wet spinning (as shown in Figure 1), but heat rather than solvent is used to 
decrease the polymer viscosity to the point where it can be drawn through a spinneret. 
To accomplish this, a heater is installed just above the spinneret and the polymer is 
heated above its melting temperature. The liquid polymer flows through the spinneret 
where it is cooled, either by active of passive means, and collected on a take-up wheel 
(Sperling, 2001). Wu et al. (2001) have shown that fibers can be melt spun at higher 
velocities, up to 10 kilometers per minute. 
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Many factors influence the diameter of a melt spun fiber, most importantly take-
up speed and spinneret geometry. Spinneret diameter is directly correlated to the final 
fiber diameter of a melt spun polymer fiber. Zeng et al. (2004) have produced 4 mm 
diameter fibers by allowing melted polymer to freefall through a 4 mm orifice in the 
spinneret. Zeng also showed that the fiber diameter can be significantly reduced by 
applying a tensile force to the polymer melt via a powered take-up wheel. A 60 micron 
fiber was produced from the same 4 mm orifice by taking up the spun polymer at a rate of 
150 meters per minute. 
Wu et al. [4, 15] have shown a correlation between increased take-up speed and 
superior mechanical properties. Specifically, fibers produced by melt spinning 
poly(ethylene-2,6-napthalate) with take-up rates varying from 0.9 kmlmin to 10 kmlmin. 
It was found that as take-up speed increased from 0.9 kmlmin to 4 kmlmin, the density 
and strength of the fibers increased as well, whereas, when the take-up speed was 
increased from 4 kmlmin to 10 kmlmin, no improvement was observed. Measurements 
of birefringence and Wide-Angle X-ray Diffraction (W AXD) explained these trends by 
confirming that crystallinity steadily increased for take-up velocities ranging from 0.9 
kmlmin to 4 kmlmin, but a maximum level of molecular order was reached at 4 kmlmin 
(2001, 2002). Samon et al.(2002) have expanded on this idea by reporting that 
crystallization begins earlier for higher take-up speeds. In addition, Zachmann et al. 
(1995) have shown via X-ray scattering that not all melt spun polymer material 
crystallizes, that is, regimes of higher and lower densities first separate, then the higher 
density areas crystallize, leaving a lower density amorphous region. This phenomenon 
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correlates with the concept reported by Sperling (2001) that crystalline polymers actually 
contain both crystalline and amorphous regions. 
Recently, it has been demonstrated that polymer fibers can be reinforced with 
carbon nanotubes (CNT) prior to melt spinning. Sandler et al. (2004) and Zeng et al. 
(2004) have both observed increases in tensile modulus by adding CNT to Polyamide-12 
and poly(methyl methacrylate), respectively. Both groups also reported large differences 
in the tensile modulus for fibers reinforced with aligned CNT and those reinforced with 
entangled CNT, with the aligned CNT yielding a higher tensile modulus. Sandler also 
reported an increase in yield strength of the fibers as the weight fraction of the CNTs 
increased. 
3. Electrospinning 
In this process, a polymer is first mixed with a solvent to reduce viscosity in a 
manner similar to that of wet spinning. Next, it is loaded into a syringe and a high 
voltage is applied to the solution. As the solvated polymer is forced from the syringe, it 
is electrically drawn towards a grounded target. As the polymer approaches the target, it 
begins to spiral in a conical envelope (called a Taylor cone), and higher order, chaotic, 
spiraling is observed in the region where the polymer solution makes contact with the 
target. The solvent evaporates, leaving only a nanoscale polymer fiber matrix. The 
electro spinning process is illustrated in Figure 2. Several different polymers have been 
electro spun, including PED (shown as Figure 3), P AA, PV A, PD, and PCL, and fiber 
diameters range from tens of nanometers to several microns (Theron, 2004; Koski, 2004; 
F ong, 1999). 
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FIGURE 2 - Electrospinning Apparatus (Theron, 2004) 
FIGURE 3 - Electrospun Fibers (Fong, \999) 
The primary parameters effecting electrospun fibers are applied voltage, distance 
from syringe to target (H in Figure 2), molecular weight (MW) of the polymer, and 
polymer-to-solvent ratio. Doshi and Reneker (1995), pioneers of the electrospinning 
process, first noticed a thinning of the polymer stream as the syringe to target distance 
increased. Koski et al. (2004) reported an increase in fiber diameter as the polymer 
molecular weight increased. Specifically, they observed round fibers with diameters of 
approximately 250 nm for MWs ranging from 13,000 - 23,000 glmol and ribbon shaped 
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fibers with diameters of 2 microns for MWs ranging from 50,000 - 89,000 g/mol. They 
also observed an increase in diameter as the solvent to polymer ratio increased from a 
nine wt% polymer to a 31 wt"110 polymer. Similarly, Deitzel et al. (2001) observed this 
solvent-to-polymer ratio trend, but also noticed the formation of beaded fibers for very 
low polymer concentrations. This phenomenon was due to the surface tension forces 
dominating in the solvent-dominated solutions, which tend to pull the solution into beads. 
Additionally, Deitzel (2001) reported a higher density of beaded fibers as the voltage 
increased. Koski (2004) reported that beaded fibers for MWs under 10,000 g/mol were 
most likely due to the same reason. Fong et al. (1999) illustrated that the problem of 
beading can be alleviated through the addition of NaCI to the polymer solution, possibly 
due to the increase in conductivity caused by the ionization of the polymer. 
4. Manual Fiber Drawing Technique 
Manual fiber drawing, the basis principle for this investigation, is a new polymer 
fiber spinning process that allows a user to fabricate micro- or nanoscale fibers by 
drawing a polymer solution across a substrate. The process begins by mixing polymer 
with a solvent to create a lower-viscosity solution. A stylus is dipped into a pool of the 
solution, and the solution adheres to the stylus tip. As the stylus is removed, a small fiber 
is drawn between the solution pool and the stylus tip. To detach the fiber from the tip, 
the stylus is submerged in a second pool of solution, causing the fiber to break from the 
tip and adhere to the second pool. The solution evaporates from the fiber, leaving a solid 
polymer fiber extending between the two polymer solution pools (Harfenist, 2004). An 
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array of fibers, shown as Figure 4, is produced by brushing the polymer solution across 
an array of points. 
FIGURE 4 - Manually drawn PMMA fibers between two solvated pools. These 
structures were fabricated by brushing PMMA solution across an array of tips. 
B. Capillary Breakup Rheology 
Research done by Tripathi et al. (2000) investigated the unwanted formation of 
polymer fibers during the processing of adhesive, specifically those based on solvated 
polymers. In this work Tripathi characterized the fluid properties of these polymer 
solutions and attempted to link them to the formation of stable polymer fibers. Using 
intrinsic fluid properties, a unitless "processability parameter" is defined: 
(1) 
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where h is the solvent evaporation time constant, 11 is viscosity, and cr is surface tension. 
Qualitative experimentation regarding which polymer solutions readily formed stable 
fibers was undertaken and it was reported that polymer solutions with values of Pless 
that 3 x 10-4 could not be drawn into fibers whereas solutions with P values over 10.3 
formed fibers. 
c. Fiber Spinning Summary and Discussion of Molecular Interactions 
Both wet spinning and melt spinning act as controlled methods of rapidly 
producing polymer fibers. However, nanoscale fibers spun by these methods are 
inconceivable since both methods require a liquefied polymer to be forced through a 
spinneret; an enormous pressure gradient would be required to force a highly viscous 
liquid through a nanoscale orifice. Electrospinning offers nanoscale resolution, but offers 
the user little control over fiber orientation. Table I provides a quick comparison of the 
four methods discussed in this section. 
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TABLE I 
SUMMARY OF CURRENT POLYMER FIBER SPINNING PROCESSES 
Diameter Advantages Drawbacks 
Range 
Wet/Dry microscale Easy to create long, smooth Cannot be applied to 
Spinning oriented fibers. No nanoscale. 
external power required. 
Melt Spinning micro scale Easy to create long, Cannot be applied to 
smooth, oriented fibers. nanoscale. 
No solvents are required. 
Electrospinning nanoscale Quickly creates kilometers Fiber orientation cannot 
of nanoscale fibers. be controlled. Beaded 
fibers form under many 
operating conditions. 
It has been shown with electro spinning that fiber diameter increased as polymer 
molecular weight increased. Also, an increase in diameter was observed as the solvent to 
polymer ratio decreased. One explanation of both of these relationships stems from the 
fact that polymer molecules were becoming increasingly entangled as they became longer 
and a greater percentage of the total solution. As this occurs, entanglements began to 
form between the polymer molecules. As the number of entanglements increased, 
solution viscosity also increased, since more energy was needed to shear the additional 
links. This condition opposed the tendency for a spun fiber to elongate and thin under the 
axial forces encountered in spinning, resulting in a larger overall fiber diameter. 
In both wet spinning and melt spinning, a decrease in diameter was observed with 
an increase in axial force induced by a powered take-up wheel or gravity. A number of 
different mechanisms could explain this observation. First, the axial force acted to shear 
the physical entanglements discussed previously. The force then caused the polymer 
molecules to slide past one another in solution and reestablish entanglement networks in 
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a more elongated orientation. Secondly, the fiber thinning may be due to the realignment 
of individual molecules rather than bulk reordering of the entire solution. Assuming 
polymer molecules in solution can be modeled as random coils (a valid assumption in 
dilute polymer solutions), an application of an opposing force to each end of the coil 
would cause the molecule to become uncoiled, longer, and thinner; then re-cross-link in 
this more crystalline orientation. Sperling (2001) points out that this mechanism is still 
under debate and large amounts of force may be necessary to see any noticeable decrease 
in molecule coil radius. The final force-thinning mechanism is simple mechanical 
deformation since much of the tensile-stressed material is actually nearly pure, solid 
polymer. Immediately after the polymer solution passed through the spinneret it began to 
solidify either due to cooling in melt spinning or removal of the solvent in wet spinning. 
As tensile force was applied to the solid fiber, Hookean deformation occurred, resulting 
in axial elongation and diameter thinning. Long elongations (some over 100% of the 
original length) were possible with many solid polymers and therefore large diameter 
reductions were possible. 
Increases in strength were apparent as the degree of crystallization increased in 
polymer fibers, particularly in melt spinning. X-ray scattering analyses confirmed that 
crystallization increased as spinning velocity increased. Since axial force (induced by the 
take-up mechanism) also increased with spinning velocity, this observation correlated 
well with the second theory in the previous paragraph - the suggestion that increasing 
tensile force caused the polymer molecules to align in a more crystalline, closely-packed, 
parallel orientation. This highly ordered orientation positioned the individual polymer 
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molecules optimally to (chemically) cross-link with adjacent molecules, giving the bulk 
material superior mechanical properties such as tensile modulus and tensile strength. 
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III. INSTRUMENTATION AND EQUIPMENT 
A. Micro Milling Machine 
A custom-made ultra-high-precision micro milling machine manufactured by 
Dover Instrument Corporation (Westboro, Massachusetts) was used in this investigation 
manner similar to a standard milling machine, but the mill stage is capable of translations 
in the horizontal plane in increments of 1.25 nm and the mill head is capable of 
translation in the vertical direction in increments of 20 nm. Also, the micro milling 
machine can be programmed to allow the user to execute a series of translations with one 
keystroke. With this instrument (shown as Figure 5), the polymer fibers can be precisely 
placed in all three dimensions. 
FIGURE 5 ~ Dover Instruments Micro Milling Machine ~ The stage translates in the 
horizontal plane whereas the stylus, which is attached to the mill head, translates 
verti call y. 
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B. Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) 
Since the polymer fibers created in this experiment are micro- or nano-scale, they 
cannot be measured with an optical microscope. A LEO Supra 35 scanning electron 
microscope (SEM) (Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) was used to image the fibers in 
this investigation. During analysis, focused electrons strike the sample resulting in the 
emission of secondary electrons. These electrons are then detected and the signals 
compiled to display an image. The Supra 35 is capable of resolutions up to 2 nm at 30 
kV (Carl Zeiss Website, 2004). It is shown as Figure 6. 
FIGURE 6 - Carl Zeiss LEO Supra 35 SEM 
C. Sputtering Device 
I. Overview 
Before the fibers are measured with the SEM, they may first be coated with a 
conducting layer to enhance imaging by increasing the conductance of the sample. A 
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thin film of gold was deposited usmg a PS2 Coating Unit (International Scientific 
Instruments, Santa Clara, CA). This instrument uses an intense electric field to transform 
an inert gas into high-energy plasma. The plasma bombards a gold target, releasing gold 
atoms which then travel to the sample and deposit in the form of a layer estimated to be 
only a few nanometers thick. The exact thickness of this layer can be controlled by 
altering the strength of the applied field or by simply allowing the process to continue for 
longer. Since the purpose of the layer is only to make the sample conductive, the precise 
value of the layer thickness is unimportant unless nanoscale additions to fiber diameter 
are unacceptable. This instrument is shown as Figure 7. 
-•• 
" . 
FIGURE 7 - The International Scientific Instruments PS2 Coating Unit 
2. Operation 
First, the sample is sealed inside the sample chamber and the vacuum pump is 
switched on. When the pressure inside the chamber reaches 0.1 torr, the nitrogen valve is 
opened to allow non-reactive nitrogen gas inside. When the pressure reaches 0.2 torr the 
nitrogen valve is partially closed to impede the flow of more gas. The valve should be 
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adjusted so the chamber pressure ultimately reaches an equilibrium of 0.1 torr with the 
vacuum pump running. Lastly, the sputtering time· and voltage are set. The samples in 
this experiment were sputtered at 1 kV for 4 minutes. When the sputtering is complete, 
the chamber is vented and the sample removed. 
D. Viscometer 
An LVDV-II+ viscometer (Brookfield, Middleboro, MA) interfaced with a cone-
and-plate (CP-40 and CP-41, Brookfield) was used to measure the viscosities of the 
polymer solutions. This device operates by attempting to rotate a cone in contact with a 
solution and measuring the resistance to this rotation exerted by the fluid. Using 
preprogrammed scaling factors, the viscometer converts the resistance torque to a 
viscosity. The viscometer is also equipped with a water jacket (TC-SOO Refrigerated 
Bath / Circulator, Brookfield, Middleboro, MA) that wraps around the cone and plate to 
provide a constant, controllable temperature. The viscometer and cooling unit is shown 
as Figure 8. 
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FIGURE 8 - Brookfield LVDV-II+ Viscometer (Left) and TC-500 Refrigerated Bath / 
Circulator (Right). 
E. Surface Tension Measurement 
The surface tensions of the solutions were measured using the capillary method. 
A capillary is submerged into a beaker of the solution and the solution is allowed to rise 
until equilibrium is reached. The height the fluid climbs up into the capillary is measured 
and a close-up photograph is taken to determine the angle of contact between the fluid 
and the capillary wall. The surface tension is given by: 
p·r·h·g u = -'-- ---'''-
2cosB 
(2) 
where (J is the surface tension, p is the density of the solution, r is the radius of the 
capillary, h is the height of the climb, g is the acceleration due to gravity, and e is the 
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contact angle. The density was calculated from the weighing of a known volume and it 
was found to equal 1160 kg/m3 for the 495k g/mol MW and 1240 kg/m3 for the 950k 
g/mol MW. The setup of this device is shown as Figure 9. 
FIGURE 9 - Capillary device used to measure surface tension of solutions. 
F. Thermogravimetric Analyzer 
Thermogravimetric analysis was performed using a T A Instruments TGA 2950 
(New Castle, DE). This device is capable of recording high-precision weight 
measurements at a varying temperature so that drying behaviors can be investigated. It 
consists of a balance enclosed in a vented furnace which can be set to follow a number of 
different temperature profiles. The TGA device is shown as Figure 10. 
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FIGURE 10 - T A Instruments Thermogravimetric Analyzer 2950 
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IV. PROCEDURE 
A. Preparation of Solutions 
The characteristics of two different PMMA molecular weight solutions (495,000 
glmol and 950,000 glmol) were investigated at several different concentrations. 
However, since only one stock concentration, 9% PMMA by weight in chlorobenzene, 
was available for each molecular weight, this solution had to be thickened or diluted to 
obtain all the desired concentrations. 
Initially, 100 mL of both 9% solutions were poured into large beakers and 
allowed to sit for one day in a fume hood with intermittent stirring. Since the 
chlorobenzene in the solution evaporates but the PMMA does not, the solution increased 
in PMMA concentration with time. The new solution concentration was found by: 
c = 0.09 * mlnitial 
mFinal 
(3) 
where C is the concentration, mInitial is the initial mass of the solution, and mFinal is the 
final mass. After allowing the solution to evaporate for several hours, it was calculated 
that the 495k glmol solution had thickened to 23.4% PMMA by weight and the 950k 
glmol solution had thickened to 18.6% PMMA by weight. 
These new stock solutions were then diluted with pure chlorobenzene to produce 
a number of less concentrated solutions. These solutions were sealed in individual amber 
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glass bottles and kept for a maximum time of two weeks as a precaution against slow but 
unwanted evaporation that occurred even in the sealed environment. As such, new 
dilutions were made at several points during the investigation. The initial solutions made 
are listed in Table II. 
TABLE II 
INITIAL CONCENTRATIONS (% PMMA BY WEIGHT) 
495kg/mol 1%,2.5%,3.5%,5%,7%,9%,11.7%,17.6%,23.4% 
950kg/mol 1%,2.5%,3.5%,5%, 7%, 9%, 11.2%, 14.9%, 18.6% 
B. Fluid Properties Characterization 
Tripathi et al. (2000) have surmised that the fInal diameter of a necking fluid 
column, where the fluid consists of a solvent and solid, is dependent on the viscosity of 
the solution, its surface tension, and the rate of evaporation of the solvent. Also, 
preliminary trials of this investigation have shown an apparent relationship between 
viscosity and fIber diameter. As a supplement to the fIber diameter characterization, the 
dependency of the diameter on these three parameters will be discussed. Therefore, these 
parameters must fIrst be measured for each molecular weight solution. 
The viscosity of each solution listed in Table II was measured with a BrookfIeld 
cone-and-plate viscometer. Immediately upon powering, the viscometer ran an auto-
diagnostic program and prompted the user to affix the cone to the spindle. Two different 
cones were available, the CP-40 and the CP-41. Each cone makes a different angle with 
the plate and is tailored to measure a specifIc viscosity range. This range is given by: 
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f.J = TK*SMC* 10000 
RPM 
(4) 
where J.1 is the viscosity, RPM is the speed of the spindle, TK is the torque constant, equal 
to 0.09373, and SMC is the spindle multiplier constant, equal to 0.327 for the CP-40, and 
1.228 for the CP-41. Equation 4 indicated that the CP-41 is capable of handling a 
solution roughly four times more viscous than the CP-40. However, the CP-41 cone 
required 2.0 mL of solution whereas the CP-40 cone only required 0.5 mL. As such, the 
lower viscosity fluids were measured with the CP-40 cone and the higher viscosity fluids 
were measured with the CP-41. 
The viscometer is also capable of measuring viscosities at varying shear rates. 
The shear rate can be found by: 
SR=SRC*RPM (5) 
Where SR is the shear rate in (S-I) and SRC is the shear rate constant, equal to 7.5 for the 
CP-40 and 2.0 for the CP-41. Unless otherwise noted, all measurements taken in this 
investigation were performed at a low shear rate (less than 3 S-I) to avoid any shear 
thinning or thickening. 
After the cone was affixed to the spindle, the spindle ID, CP-40 or CP-41 was 
selected in order to allow the viscometer to automatically calculate viscosity and shear 
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rate from Equations 4 and 5. The fluid was dispensed into the cup under the cone and the 
cup secured in place. The micrometer adjustment ring was turned counter-clockwise to 
move the cone towards the cup until cup/cone contact was indicated by the contact light. 
The cone was next raised 0.005" into its operating position by turning the ring one tick 
mark clockwise. 
Measurements were taken by inputting the desired spindle RPM and recording the 
viscosity from the display. It is important to allow the viscosity to reach a stable value 
before recording the data point. Five spindle rotations are suggested to achieve a valid 
reading. All measurements were taken at a controlled 22.0° C. In addition, the ~Io 
solution of each molecular weight was subjected to viscosity measurements at all shear 
rates the viscometer could apply without traveling above or below the viscometer's 
useable range. 
Surface tension measurements were performed on some of the solutions listed in 
Table II via the capillary method discussed in Section III-E. It was found that surface 
tension did not vary by orders of magnitude with concentration like the viscosity. In fact, 
Tripathi's (2000) investigation assumed a concentration-independent value for the 
surface tension of each solvent-solid pair. 
Lastly, a thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed on the 9% solution of 
both molecular weights. One hundred f.1L of each solution was loaded onto the balance 
pan and covered with the vented furnace. The TGA was programmed to measure the 
weight of the solution for four hours at a constant 22.0° C by selecting the isothermal 
operation mode. Weight measurements were recorded approximately every five seconds 
and plotted. Both trials were allowed to continue for several hours until the mass of the 
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solution had ceased its decline. This data could then be plotted to extract a time constant, 
h, for evaporation. 
C. Fiber Diameter Characterization 
Each trial consisted of several wires being drawn in rapid succession between two 
50 f.1L pools of the solution. These pools were deposited with a piston micropipette on a 
silicon wafer substrate on opposing sides of a 1.8 mm wide trench machined by Alex 
Isham using a DAD 321 Disco Dicing Saw (Tokyo, Japan). The pools were deposited in 
a manner such that they were as close to the trench as possible without actually 
contacting the edge of the trench. It was discovered in preliminary studies that fibers 
drawn from pools located on the trench edge tended to fall into the trench (although some 
of these fibers had diameters as small as 140 nm). To prevent falling, the pools were 
moved a slight distance (-1 mm) from the trench edge to provide a supportive ledge at 
the ends of the fiber until the fiber has solidified. A diagram of the individual trial setup 
is shown as Figure 11 and a photograph of this setup is given as Figure 12. The substrate 
was clamped to the stage of the micromill and the stylus affixed to the milling head. 






FIGURE 11 - Setup of the fiber-drawing step of the investigation. The red line indicates 
the path of the stylus between the two solution pools. 
4mm -
FIGURE 12 - Solution deposited on silicon substrate immediately before trial run. 
To start the micromill, the main air valve was opened to supply the air bearings 
and counter balance with compressed air. Next, the computer, main power, and laser 
interferometers were switched on. The interferometers, used to position the milling 
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stages, require approximately 20 minutes wanning time. The illumination of the green 
wanning lights behind the interferometer access panel was used to gauge the laser status. 
Once the interferometers wanned, PMAC Executive, the milling control software, was 
started. The micro milling machine was initialized by entering "$$$" on the PMAC 
Executive command line and then pressing the green start button on the mill. The stages 
were homed by entering the command "P900=9" and waiting for the stages to finish 
moving. 
Once the mill was online and initialized a movement program could be loaded 
into memory. A text editor was opened under the edit menu in the PMAC Executive. 
Once the code had been entered, the compile button was clicked to load the program into 
the micro milling machine. Lastly, the PMAC Executive command "Bl R" was used to 
run the program in memory. The "A" command could be entered at any time to abort the 
program in progress. 
The stylus was first roughly positioned using the manual controls of the micromill 
above the top center position of the leftmost pool. The mill head was slowly lowered 
until contact between the stylus and solution was detected with the optical camera. The 
stylus was lowered an additional 200 J.1ID. into the pool and the micromilling program 
shown in Appendix I was run. 
The micromilling program written for this investigation moves the stylus in a 
serpentine manner between the two pools, attempting to form a fiber on each pass. First, 
the stylus lifted up 250 JlIll to clear the top of the pool. Next, it translated from the 
leftmost pool to the rightmost pool, where it dropped 250 JlIll into the solution and 
completed the first fiber. The milling stage then translated the substrate back 200 J.llll and 
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an identical right-to-Ieft traverse was made, forming a second fiber parallel to the first 
The process was repeated Wltil the back edge of the pools was reached where the 
program was halted. The value of the QlOO variable, which indicates the number of 
passes made, was recorded to calculate the yield, which is defined as the ratio of the 
number of passes made to the number of Wlbroken fibers which span the trench. The 
path of the stylus as seen from above is indicated by the red line on Figure II. 
This entire process was performed as quickly as possible since any drying of the 
solution is Wlwanted. It should be noted that it took approximately one minute from the 
time the pools were deposited on the silicon substrate to position the stylus and start the 
program. The stylus moved at a constant 5 mmls and a delay of 1.5 seconds was added 
between each pass to allow the fiber time to dissolve from the stylus upon reaching its 
destination pool. This value was determined in preliminary experimentation to be the 
minimum value required to ensure that all fibers detach from the stylus. (The 50 ms 
delays shown in Appendix I were added to acCOWlt for the lag time of the micromill) 
Summing the timing of all events, the entire trial took approximately 2.5 minutes from 
pool deposition to the end of the micromill program. 
Once the solution pools and fibers have dried, the sample was imaged by the 
SEM. The sample chamber was first vented with nitrogen and opened, and the sample(s) 
were placed on the sample carousel. Next, the sample chamber was sealed and pumped 
to a vacuum. Once Wlder vacuum the electron beam was restored to a voltage of 20 kV 
and the variable pressure secondary electron detector was activated. Zoom, panning, 
brightness, contrast, stigmation, and focal plane controls were all utilized to adjust the 
viewing area and provide a sharp image of the polymer fibers. The measurement toolbar 
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was accessed and the point-to-point measurement tool was used to measure the fiber 
diameters. The sample was scanned for fibers that span the entire trench. Broken fibers 
or those that had fallen into the trench were undesired and therefore not counted as a 
successful draw. Each complete fiber was measured for diameter in three locations, at 
the center and at each point where the fiber crossed over the edge of the trench 
To unload the sample, the SEM was again vented and opened, the sample 
removed, and the chamber resealed and re-vacuumed before the system was shutdown. 
Care was taken to avoid touching any SEM component with bare hands during loading or 
unloading. After the measurements were recorded, the silicon substrate and stylus were 
cleaned with acetone and reused. 
Two problems arose involving the imaging of the PMMA fibers. First, since 
PMMA is not conductive, it would not produce the secondary electrons necessary for 
satisfactory viewing under nonnal operating vacuum. To alleviate this, a 0.75 torr 
atmosphere of nitrogen was added to the sample chamber to help provide a path for the 
electrons discharge to ground state. The second problem encountered stems from the fact 
that the PMMA solution is a positive electron-beam resist used for microfabrication 
photolithographic processing. This indicates that irradiation of the PMMA with an 
electron beam breaks bonds in the PMMA molecules that can lead to fiber breakage. 
Because of this, care was taken to avoid focusing the electron beam of the SEM in one 
place for too long. 
Originally both of these problems were approached by sputter coating the 
polymer fibers with a thin film of gold with the PS2 Coating Unit. This layer somewhat 
protected the PMMA from the electron beam and also drastically increased the 
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conductivity of the fibers. However, this process was abandoned in the final round of 
testing because the added thickness of the film falsely added value « 1 micron) to the 
diameter measurements. 
During the original, tungsten-stylus trials, the increased buildup of solution on the 
stylus tip between passes was identified as an uncontrolled variable. In an attempt to 
control this factor, the effect of the tip material on the fiber diameters was investigated. 
In addition to tungsten, parylene, glass, and nonstick (perflourooctaltrichlorosilane) 
styluses were considered. The experimental setup of the trials run with the additional 
styluses was methodologically identical to the setup used with the tungsten stylus. 
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V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The characterization of the fiber drawing process was accomplished by first 
identifying the properties of the polymer solutions and then relating these properties to 
fiber diameter. In addition, variances of the fiber diameters are discussed and attempted 
to be minimized by modifying the stylus matenals. Fiber yield and uniformity is also 
examined and a universal parameter to aid in the characterization of additional materials 
is investigated. 
A. Preparations of Solutions 
All solutions used in this investigation were made from stock solutions prepared 
intermittently throughout the course of the study. The concentrations of the stock 
solutions were calculated using Equation 3 to determine exactly how much the solutions 
had thickened during the fume hood evaporation. Qualitative experimentation with the 
solutions listed in Table II yielded an insight into which concentrations would produce 
useable, unbroken fibers and which would be too dilute or concentrated to be of any 
utility. This information led to the creation of a number of test concentrations, listed in 
Table III, that were known to produce unbroken fibers. These solutions were created by 
diluting the stock solutions with pure chlorobenzene to reduce them to the desired values. 
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TABLE III 
CONCENTRATIONS USED IN QUANTITATIVE TESTING (% PMMA BY 
WEIGHT) 
495k g/mol 15.5%, 16%,17%, 18%,21.6%,23% 
950k g/mol 13%, 15%, 18%,21.3% 
B. Fluid Properties Characterization 
1. Viscosity 
The viscosities of the solutions listed in Table II were measured at a low shear 
rate (less than 3 S·I) and plotted on Figure 13. This semilog plot illustrates that viscosity 
increases exponentially with concentration and the higher molecular weight polymer has 
a higher viscosity at a given concentration. Specifically, viscosity and concentration are 
related by 11=7.0256 e46.828c with R2=O.9704 for the 495k molecular weight and 11=3.476 
e34.72IC with R2=0.9847 for the 950k molecular weight. The accompanying Figure 14 
shows the viscosity of the 9% solution for each molecular weight at varying shear rates. 
Figure 14 illustrates that there is no noticeable shear thinning of the solutions at the tested 
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FIGURE 13 - Viscosity of PMMA solution with given MW at varying concentration. 
The hollow data points and lower line represent the measured data and curve fit for the 
495k MW PMMA solution, respectively, and the solid data points and upper line 
represent the measured data and curve fit for the 950k MW PMMA solution, 
respectively. 
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FIGURE 14 - Viscosity of 9% solutions at varying shear rate. The hollow data points 
represent viscosity measurements performed on the 9% 495k MW solution whereas the 
solid data points represent those taken on the 9% 950k MW solution. 
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Sperling suggested that the Einstein's viscosity relationship can be used to 
approximate the viscosity of polymers in solution if there is no intermolecular interaction. 
The predicted viscosity is given by: 
[ (P.C.NA) ] TJ = TJso/vent 2.5 MW . VH + 1 (6) 
where 11 solvent is the viscosity of the solvent, 0.92 cP for chlorobenzene, c is the 
concentration of the solution, NA is Avogadro's number, MW is the molecular weight, 
and V H is the equivalent hydrodynamic radius, approximated by solving Equation 6 for 
VH with the experimental data for c = 0.09. Figure 15 shows the Einstein relationship 
plotted over the same concentration range as Figure 13. A simultaneous comparison of 
Figure 13 and Figure 15 clearly indicates that the assumptions of Einstein's viscosity 
relationship are invalid since regression analysis on the actual data (Figure 13) yielded an 
exponential relationship between viscosity and concentration whereas the Einstein plot 
(Figure 15) yields the linear relationships 11 = 1078.7c + 0.92 and 11 = 6037.2c + 0.92, for 
the 495k glmol and 950k glmol solutions, respectively. These results suggest that the 
intermolecular interactions become more prevalent as concentration increases (Einstein'S 
model assumes no intermolecular interaction), which is logical since it is anticipated that 
contact between molecules would increase as molecular concentration rises. As a result 
of this, it can be seen via the figure comparison that actual viscosity measurements at 
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higher concentrations surpass the theoretical Einstein values by an order of magnitude or 
more. In fact, polymeric theory suggests that an exponentially increasing viscosity curve 
indicates the increasing presence of entanglement couplings, or physical knots between 
polymer molecules formed by random thermal motion (i.e., Brownian motion), and also 
that such couplings are common in polymer solutions where the concentration exceeds 
- 3% (Bird, 1977, pp. 77-78). 
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FIGURE 15 - Einstein's relationship viscosity predictions. The solid and dashed lines 
represent the linear relationships predicted by Einstein's relationship (Equation 6) for the 
495k MW solutions and the 950k MW solutions, respectively. 
2. Surface Tension 
Surface tension measurements of the polymeric solutions were taken at zero, five, 
seven, and nine percent concentrations for each molecular weight (Figure 16). These 
values were tested initially since their lower viscosity would allow them to flow more 
quickly into the capillary used to measure surface tension. Unlike viscosity, which 
changes more than an order of magnitude over this span of weight fraction, surface 
tension tended to be relatively independent of concentration and molecular weight as 
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evidenced by the data points given in Figure 16. This independence led Tripathi's 
investigation (2000) to assume a concentration-independent value for the surface tension 
of each solvent-solid pair. The same strategy was used for this investigation and the 
surface tension values were chosen as the average of the three non-trivial data points in 
Figure 16 for each molecular weight. Specifically, the surface tension value is 0.039 N/m 
and 0.041 N /m for the 495k glmol and 950k glmol solutions, respectively. 
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FIGURE 16 - Surface tension of the PMMA solutions as a function of concentration. 
The hollow data points represent the surface tensions measurements of the 495k glmol 
solutions whereas the solid data points represent those of the 950k glmol solutions. 
3. Thermogravimetric Analysis 
A thermogravimetric analysis in the form of a drying test was performed on 100 
ilL of 9% solution for each molecular weight. Figure 17 shows the solvent mass fraction 
of each solution for 210 minutes of drying time. Data collected after this point was 
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FIGURE 17 - TGA results and exponential curve fits for the solvent mass fraction as a 
function of time and molecular weight. The lower solid and upper solid lines represent 
the actual data recorded by the TGA for the 9% solution of 495k glmol polymer and 950k 
glmol polymer, respectively. The lower dotted and upper dotted lines are exponential 
curve fits for the actual 495k glmol and 950k glmol data, respectively. 
The solvent mass fraction was defined as: 
SMF = m so!ution - mpMMA 
miniliol 
(7) 
where msol"tion is the measured mass of solution, mpMMA is the mass of the PMMA 
(assumed to be constant with time), and mini.ial is the initial mass of the solution. This 
transformation of the raw data was required to allow an exponential curve to be fitted to 
the data so that a time constant could be extracted. Exponential curves were found by 
regression analysis to be SMF = 0.91 e·00166t with an R2 = 0.9272 for the 495k glmol 
solution and SMF = 0.91 e.()·OI34t with an R2 = 0.9125 for the 950k glmol solution. The 
exponential coefficient was normalized by dividing by the surface area to volume ratio of 
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the drying test solution in order to obtain a time constant applicable to any surface to 
volume ratio. The ratio used in the TGA test was found to be 785 (m-l ) given the known 
volume of the solution and exposed area of the TGA sample pan. The end result of this 
process was a solvent mass evaporation time constant of 2.10 * 10-5 mls for the. 495k 
glmol solution and 1.71 * 10-5 mls for the 950k glmol solution. The procedure for 
extracting the time constant was modeled after the one used by Tripathi et al. (2000). 
Figure 17 illustrates that both molecular weights dry at similar rates, with the heavier 
molecular weight, 950k glmol, drying slightly faster. 
c. Diameter Measurements 
Figure 18 presents the effect of solution concentration on fiber diameter. The 
fibers were drawn using a tungsten needle as the stylus with a stylus speed of 5 mmfs. 
Each data point represents the average diameter for a number of fibers, which ranged 
from 4 to 13, constructed at that concentration. In addition, the reported diameter of each 
individual fiber represents an average of three measurements taken along the length of 
the fiber. Regression analysis of Figure 18 results in a logarithmic curve fit of D = 
46.978 Ln( c) - 126.4 with an R2 = 0.9209 for the 495k glmol data and one of D = 45.096 
Ln(c) -110.74 with an R2= 0.9306 for the 950k glmol data where D is fiber diameter and 
c is concentration. All measurements presented in Figure 18 are shown in tabular and 
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FIGURE 18 - Fiber diameter versus concentration for tungsten stylus. The hollow and 
solid data points and lines represent the average measured diameters of the drawn fibers 
and the corresponding curve fits for the 495k g/mol data and the 950 g/mol data, 
respectively. The error bars represent the standard deviation of each data point. 
Figure 18 illustrates that fiber diameter increases with solid concentration. An 
unpaired, 2-tailed, Student's T-Test was performed on each molecular weight, comparing 
the lowest concentration data point to the highest concentration data point. Results 
showed that fiber diameter increases with increasing solid concentration as indicated by 
the lower solid concentration producing significantly smaller fiber diameters (P<O.OOI) 
compared to the higher solid concentration for both molecular weight cases. In addition a 
T-Test comparison was performed on the 18% (wt%) concentrations, since this was the 
only case where both molecular weights were studied for the same concentration, and it 
was found that fiber diameter significantly increased (P<0.025) with increasing molecular 
weight. Some of the fibers drawn during the characterization trials are shown as Figure 
19. The completer listing of fiber images is shown as Appendix Ill. 
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FIGURE 19 - SEM images of fibers drawn in characterization trials. 
It was also discovered that fiber diameter increases with viscosity. Figure 20, a 
semilog plot, shows an increasing logarithmic relationship between viscosity and fiber 
diameter for both molecular weights (D = 7.144 Ln(l1) - 44.645 with R2 = 0.9326 for 
495k glmol and D = 5.6028 Ln(l1) - 39.278 with R2 = 0.8941 for 950k glmol). The 
macroscopic explanation for this trend is as such, when a fluid bridge is formed between 
two points it has a tendency to undergo necking as the fluid moves away from the center 
of the bridge towards the ends of the fiber. If this is allowed to continue for long, the 
fiber diameter near the center of the bridge will reach such a miniscule value that the 
fiber will fracture. Once the fluid bridge has been drawn, however, its high surface area 
to volume ratio leads to the rapid evaporation of the remaining solvent, which 
consequently, results in the solidification of the bridge. The key to successfully drawing 
an intact fiber is to promote solidification of the bridge by slowing the necking process 
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FIGURE 20 - Fiber diameter plotted against viscosity for both molecular weights shows 
an increase in diameter with an increase in viscosity. The hollow data points and upper 
line represent the measured data and curve fit, respectively, for the 495k g/mol solutions 
and the corresponding solid data points and lower curve represent the 950k gimol 
solution. 
The drawback of this method is the large standard deviation, as indicated by the 
large error bars, of the fiber diameters, as illustrated by Figure 18, implying that the 
precise control of a fiber diameter is difficult. During fiber drawing, a large buildup of 
solution was observed on the tip of the stylus. This buildup, which essentially changed 
the tip geometry between fiber drawing passes, was identified as an uncontrolled variable 
that may contribute to these large variances. An example of solution buildup is shown as 
Figure 21. 
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FIGURE 21 - Solution buildup on stylus tip. 
In an attempt to alleviate this problem, a number of different stylus materials were 
tested in hopes that buildup would not occur as extensively, particularly with a lower-
friction stylus. In this second round of fiber diameter testing, only the 49Sk g/mol 
solution was used, since it produced the more desirable, smaller fibers as indicated by 
Figure 18. Table IV reveals that the difference between the diameters of the fibers drawn 
with styluses made from differing materials is not statistically significant. The regression 
curve fit parameters for this data are given in Table V. Figure 22 shows a comparison of 
the fiber diameter standard deviations for the four tested stylus materials. Inspection 
shows that fiber diameter standard deviation is minimized at five of the six tested 
concentrations through the use of a parylene stylus. Although diameter variance is not 
eliminated, the reduction seen with the parylene tip is a marked improvement over the 
original tungsten stylus. However, no unbroken fibers were drawn by the parylene stylus 
at a concentration of IS.S%, illustrating a potential downside of utilizing a low-adhesion 
material for a stylus. 
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TABLE IV 
MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION (IN MICRONS) FOR FIBERS DRAWN 
WITH 495K GfMOL PMMA CONCENTRATIONS USING DIFFERING STYLUS 
MATERIALS 
PMMAConc. Tungsten Parylene Nonstick Glass 
15.5% 2.22 ± 1.20 No Data 10.81 ± 6.88 2.43 ± 1.09 
16% 5.54 ± 3.95 7.41 ± 2.49 8.76 ± 2.84 4.38 ± 3.11 
17% 5.80 ± 3.59 6.78 ± 1.38 7.92± 5.08 4.20 ± 2.04 
18% 9.07 ± 2.68 6.27± 3.02 4.69 ± 2.69 4.84 ± 2.71 
21.6% 14.53 ± 4.82 19.03 ± 1.40 15.24 ± 7.58 18.37 ± 6.36 
23% 23.96 ± 11.00 26.98 ± 2.03 34.80 ± 11.61 17.29 ± 5.43 
TABLE V 
REGRESSION CURVE FITS AND R2 VALUES FOR FIBERS DRAWN WITH 495K 
GfMOL SOLUTION USING DIFFERING STYLUS MATERIALS 
Stylus Material Regression Curve Fit R" Value 
Tungsten D - 46.978 Ln(c) - 126.40 0.9209 
parylene D - 55.944 Ln(c) - 151.23 0.8820 
Nonstick D - 53.97 Ln(c) - 143.84 0.5879 
Glass D - 42.609 Ln(c) - 115.30 0.9138 
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FIGURE 22 - Fiber diameter standard deviations with additional stylus materials and 
495k glmol solution. The solid bars represent the tungsten stylus, the checkered bars 
represent parylene, the horizontal striped bars represent nonstick, and the vertical striped 
bars represent glass. 
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Since multiple measurements were taken on each fiber, diameter consistency 
along an individual fiber can be investigated. Figures 23 and 24 show the average 
standard deviations calculated from the three measurements along each fiber for the 495k 
glmol and 950k glmol solutions, respectively. Individual standard deviations can be 
found in Appendix II. 
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FIGURE 23 - Coefficients of variance describing variation in diameter along an 
individual fiber for 495k glmol solutions. The solid bars represent the tungsten stylus, 
the checkered bars represent parylene, the horizontal striped bars represent nonstick, and 
the vertical striped bars represent glass. 
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FIGURE 24 - Coefficients of variance describing vanatton m diameter along an 
individual fiber for 495k glmol solutions (tungsten stylus). 
Figures 23 and 24 indicate the average percent change in fiber diameter along the 
length of an individual fiber. The solutions with higher solid concentrations (and higher 
fiber diameters) produce fibers with more uniform diameters. This data may be utilized 
by a potential user of this fabrication process to estimate the uniformity of a fiber drawn 
under these experimental parameters. 
D. Fiber Yield 
In addition to fiber diameter, fiber yield was also an important parameter to 
optimize for this process. Fiber yield is defmed as the number of unbroken fibers divided 
by the number of drawing passes made with the stylus. The yields for the 495k glmol 
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FIGURE 25 - The fiber yield for the 495k glmol molecular weight with each 
concentration and each stylus. The solid bars represent the tungsten stylus, the checkered 
bars represent parylene, the horizontal striped bars represent nonstick, and the vertical 
striped bars represent glass. 
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FIGURE 26 - The fiber yield for the 950k glmol molecular weight with each 
concentration and the tungsten stylus. 
Figure 25 illustrates that fiber yield seems relatively independent of stylus 
material. It can be seen, particularly with the tungsten stylus in both Figures 25 and 26, 
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that fiber yield decreases with decreasing solution concentration. As previously 
mentioned, low PMMA concentration results in low fiber diameter, which is synonymous 
with a higher fiber aspect ratio, defined as the ratio of length to diameter, and increased 
fiber fragility. This implies that many drawing attempts of this length (> 1.8 mm) made 
with concentrations on the low end of the experimental spectrum will result in broken 
fibers. If low fiber yield must be prevented, solution concentration could be raised or 
fiber length could be shortened. 
E. Processability Parameter 
Tripathi et al. (2000) reported a correlation between a "processability parameter", 
P, and the creation of fibers drawn from a polymer solution. This parameter is defined by 
Equation 1 in Section II-B. Tripathi theorized that fiber diameter increased with P, but 
only tested this theory qualitatively. This theory and Equation 1 suggest that a solution 
with high viscosity and a quick-drying solvent (high h) would lead to large fiber 
diameters. This phenomenon is illustrated by directly plotting fiber diameter versus P for 
each molecular weight in Figure 27. This concept also correlates well with the idea 
presented earlier in Section V, Part C of this paper and Figure 20 which shows the trend 
between diameter and viscosity. Fiber diameter does indeed increase with increasing P 
(0=6.837 Ln(p) + 56.282 with R2=O.9326 for 495k glmol solutions and 0=5.2463 Ln(P) 
+ 40.827 with R2=0.8941 for 950k glmol solutions). Tripathi reported "stringiness" or 
fiber formation with polymer solutions with P values greater than 10-3. Examination of 
Figure 27 shows this correlates well with the data collected in this investigation. In 
addition, Tripathi reported no stable fiber formation from polymer solutions with a P 
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value less than 3 X 10-4, again a good correlation with the lower limit observed in Figure 
27, (since solutions with P values lower than those appearing on the figure produced no 
stable fibers). 
The fact that the two lines do not overlap suggests that an additional variable(s) 
may be involved in this process. Ideally, if all undesired variables could be eliminated, 
one parameter would exist that relates the intrinsic properties of a fluid to the expected 
fiber diameter. This would allow rapid characterization of additional solvent I polymer I 
molecular weight sets since only the fluid properties characterization section of this 
investigation would need to be repeated. However, the results presented in this paper 
show that P does not completely normalize this process to be independent of molecular 
weight and therefore, consideration of additional parameters is still required. 
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FIGURE 27 - Fiber diameter increases with increasing Processability Parameter for both 
molecular weight solutions. The hollow data points and upper line represent the 
measured data and curve fit, respectively, for the 495k glmol solutions and the solid data 
points and lower line represent the 950k glmol solution. 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 
Polymer micro- and nano- fibers can be drawn from a polymer solution using a 
stylus controlled by a custom-made ultra-high-precision micromill. PMMA fibers 
ranging in diameter from less than a micron to over 40 microns have been successfully 
fabricated to span a 1.8 mm trench in a silicon substrate. In addition, preliminary 
experimentation with the micromill-drawing method has yielded shorter fibers with 
diameters reaching down as far as 140 nm. However, fibers of this magnitude fracture 
when drawn to a length of 1.8 mm or more. 
Characterization of the micromill process has indicated that fiber diameter 
increases as the solid concentration in the polymer solution increases. In addition, it was 
shown that increasing the molecular weight of the PMMA resulted in larger fiber 
diameters. Fiber diameter was also observed to increase with the increase of a 
processability parameter, defined by Equation I (Section II - B) as a function of solvent 
evaporation rate, viscosity, and surface tension. 
Diameters along individual fibers seem to vary an average of one to two microns 
along the length of the fiber. In addition, there seems to be a large variance between 
fibers drawn under the same experimental conditions. A suspected culprit of this 
variance is the varying solution buildup that accumulates during the drawing process. As 
such, a number of different stylus materials were tested in hopes of reducing this 
variance, and it was discovered that the use of a parylene stylus somewhat reduced the 
severity of this variance. 
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VII. RECOMMENDATIONS 
Further advancements must be made in order to maximize the viability of 
micromill-drawn polymer fibers as an alternative micro fabrication technique. 
Preliminary studies have shown this process can be scaled downward to produce sub-
micron fibers. However, this concept has not been properly characterized. Also, for this 
technique to be useful in industry, a method for the further reduction of fiber diameter 
variance must be developed. Lastly, the effect of other process parameters on fiber 
diameter can be investigated in hopes of determining methods of varying diameter 
without changing concentration of molecular weight. 
A. Smaller Fiber Diameters 
In preliminary trials as well as research done by Harfenist et al. (2004), it has 
been demonstrated that sub-micron fibers can be drawn from polymer solutions. In fact, 
the micromill-drawn method has produced fibers as small as 140 nm in diameter to date. 
Despite these findings, this investigation has presented data largely on the microscale. 
Attempts were made to utilize the experimental procedure outlined in Section IV to 
produce smaller diameter fibers, but it was found that all fibers drawn with 
concentrations less than those given in Table III tended to break before measurements 
could be made. 
The procedural difference in the preliminary studies that produced many sub-
micron fibers was that the solution pools were closer together «1 mm) and the fiber was 
not suspended over a trench, but merely allowed to rest on the substrate. The procedure 
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described in Section IV required all fibers to be at least 1.8 mm long in order to span the 
substrate trench. Sub-micron fibers this length would obviously be very fragile due to 
their enonnous aspect ratios. If the methodology presented in this paper was altered to 
include a substrate trench only a few hundred microns wide, it seems reasonable to 
expect that sub-micron fiber yield would increase. 
B. Lower Diameter Variance 
Large fiber diameter variance was seen in all trials, both in preliminary studies 
and those associated with this investigation. The first recommendation toward variance 
reduction is to determine if solution buildup on the stylus is indeed the cause of the large 
standard deviations. This could be accomplished by cleaning the stylus, perhaps by 
dipping it in acetone or chlorobenzene between each drawing attempt. This may prove 
unsuccessful since it was observed during some (not all) trials that solution buildup was 
essential for the fibers to adhere to the stylus long enough to reach the tenninating pool. 
Even if variance is reduced with no sacrifice in yield, this solution to the problem may be 
unsatisfactory in industry since an additional cleaning step is required between each 
draw. 
A more exotic solution would be to develop a hollow-point stylus that dispenses 
polymer solution as needed. This device might work in a manner similar to a ball-point 
pen, in which a small amount of fluid is delivered every time the stylus makes contact 
with the substrate. As the stylus moves away from the substrate, a liquid bridge would 
fonn between the deposited fluid and the remaining fluid in the stylus. 
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C. Additional Process Parameters 
In addition to concentration and molecular weigh~ other variables which 
influence fiber diameter may exist. The characterization of these parameters may lead to 
other methods of controlling fiber diameter. Specifically, the variation of factors which 
influence the processability parameter would be expected to produce changes in fiber 
diameter. For example, since viscosity (and therefore the processability parameter) is 
highly dependent on temperature, the increase of temperature would be expected to 
decrease fiber diameter and vice versa. This could lead to a faster way of controlling 
diameter since only one solution concentration and molecular weight would be required 
to achieve a number of different diameters. In addition, the validity of the relationship 
between the processability parameter and fiber diameter could be tested by drawing fibers 
with different concentrations at differing temperatures, but with identical processability 
parameters, and determining if fiber diameter remains relatively constant, as predicted by 
the processability model (fibers beginning to form at 0.0003 < P < 0.001). 
Other polymer / solvent pairs could be characterized using the procedure 
described in this investigation. These new pairs would presumably have different 
viscosity ranges, surface tensions, and solvent evaporation rates than PMMA / 
chlorobenzene and therefore would have a different range of processability parameters 
and fiber diameters. The threshold processability value (P = 0.001) could be used to 
expedite the characterization process by providing a starting low-end concentration (as 
opposed to the trial and error method used in this investigation) by solving Equation I for 
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Q 1000Q 100+ 1 
ENDWHILE 
CLOSE 
;Movement Commands in Incremental Mode 
;Width(MM) 
;Fiber Spacing (MM) 
;Stylus Speed (MMJS) 
;Plunge Depth (MM) 
;Loop Counter 
;Initialize Loop - Each Pass of Loop Draws 2 Fibers 
;Set Speed 
;Lift Stylus from Pool 1 
;Traverse Gap 
;Sink Stylus into Pool 2 / 
;Delay to Allow Fiber to Detach from Stylus 
;Move to Next Fiber Position 
;Lift Stylus from Pool 2 
;Traverse Gap 
;Sink Stylus into Pool 1 
;Delay to Allow Fiber to Detach from Stylus 
;Move to Next Fiber Position 
;Increase Loop Variable 




INDIVIDUAL FIBER MEASUREMENTS 
Individual fiber measurements for 495k glmol solution with 15.5% solids and tungsten 
stylus - (all meas urements in microns) 
Average 2.219166667 
Standard Deviation 1.199981435 
Yield 0.2 
Average Fiber Deviation 0.888467585 
Wire # Left Middle Right Average Std. Dev 
1 3.912 2.459 1.509 2.626667 1.210242 
2 4.446 2.754 2.101 3.100333 1.210255 
3 3.815 2.302 1.993 2.703333 0.97505 
4 0.549 0.526 0.264 0.446333 0.158324 
Individual Fiber Diameter Measurements 
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Individual fiber measurements for 495k glmol solution with 16% solids and tungsten 
stylus - (all measurements in microns) 
Average 5.544666667 
Standard Deviation 3.9519502 
Yield 0.307692308 
Average Fiber Deviation 1.600886228 
Wire # Left Middle Right Average Std. Dev 
1 0.584 1.496 3.237 1.772333 1.347914 
2 1.766 3.012 5.624 3.467333 1.968892 
3 2.489 4.211 6.511 4.403667 2.01791 
4 5.517 5.32 6.258 5.698333 0.494593 
5 8.025 5.748 3.846 5.873 2.092302 
6 12.57 14.18 16.83 14.52667 2.151054 
7 6.77 6.146 5.033 5.983 0.879897 
8 0.848 2.501 4.55 2.633 1.854527 
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Individual fiber measurements for 495k glmol solution with 17% solids and tungsten 
rements in microns) stylus - (all measu 
Average 5.795533333 
Standard Deviation 3.587922252 
Yield 0.357142857 
Average Fiber Deviation 1.55233444 7 
Wire # Left Middle Right Average Std. Dev 
1 2.358 1.654 1.74 1.917333 0.384043 
2 3.619 6.418 5.615 5.217333 1.441251 
3 7.124 12.59 10.87 10.19467 2.794878 
4 6.656 7.702 11 .8 8.719333 2.718715 
5 2.442 3.202 3.143 2.929 0.422785 
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Individual fiber measurements for 495k glmol solution with 18% solids and tungsten 
stylus - (all meas urements in microns) 
Average 9.065916667 
Standard Deviation 2.682647773 
Yield 0.923076923 
Average Fiber Deviation 1.32241481 
Wire # Left Middle Right Average Std. Dev 
1 5.83 6.091 8.614 6.845 1.537547 
2 6.66 5.097 4.145 5.300667 1.26981 
3 7.465 6.534 4.951 6.316667 1.271013 
4 7.029 6.28 5.082 6.130333 0.982091 
5 9.147 10.28 9.919 9.782 0.578791 
6 6.852 7.168 7.372 7.130667 0.262003 
7 11.03 14.29 14.46 13.26 1.933106 
8 15.92 12.01 6.853 11.59433 4.547769 
9 11.53 11.53 11 .53 11.53 0 
10 8.165 9.108 10.71 9.327667 1.286641 
11 10.72 12.37 13.28 12.12333 1.297703 
12 8.424 9.807 10.12 9.450333 0.902503 
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Individual fiber measurements for 495k glmol solution with 21.6% solids and tungsten 
stylus - (all meas urements in microns) 
Average 14.531 
Standard Deviation 4.815037055 
Yield 0.785714286 
Average Fiber Deviation 2.793967372 
Wire # Left Middle Right Average Std. Dev 
1 11 .06 8.564 7.151 8.925 1.979346 
2 18.73 13.54 11 .3 14.52333 3.811356 
3 14.06 13.36 11 .19 12.87 1.496429 
4 25.84 22.35 14.37 20.85333 5.879646 
5 13.91 13.76 15.37 14.34667 0.889401 
6 21 .32 14.45 11 .27 15.68 5.136662 
7 12.13 17.94 17.04 15.70333 3.127145 
8 19.61 22.23 19.13 20.32333 1.668572 
9 14.36 11 .53 9.432 11 .774 2.473044 
10 17.68 18.86 22.45 19.66333 2.484398 
11 7.13 4.786 3.62 5.178667 1.787642 
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Individual fiber measurements for 495k glmol solution with 23% solids and tungsten 
stylus - (all measu rements in microns) 
Average 23.95763636 
Standard Deviation 10.99085331 
Yield 0.785714286 
Average Fiber Deviation 4.409624507 
Wire # Left Middle Right Average Std. Dev 
1 9.82 11.45 15.08 12.11667 2.692626 
2 20.59 18.85 33.8 24.41333 8.175514 
3 41 .02 40.43 38.17 39.87333 1.504338 
4 19.25 23.37 26.13 22.91667 3.462331 
5 7.643 11 .11 23.24 13.99767 8.189662 
6 44.73 48.1 41 .3 44.71 3.400044 
7 15.73 15.66 20.58 17.32333 2.820573 
8 31.46 33.23 34.91 33.2 1.725196 
9 19.89 17.08 18.05 18.34 1.42727 
10 7.029 11 .04 20.63 12.89967 6.988603 
11 14.79 25.81 30.63 23.74333 8.119713 
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Individual fiber measurements for 950k g/mol solution with 13% solids and tungsten 
stylus - (all measurements in microns) 
AveraQe 3.458925926 
Standard Deviation 1.98292579 
Yield 0.36 
AveraQe Fiber Deviation 1.019792176 
Wire # Left Middle Right Average Std. Dev 
1 1.127 0.862 1.39 1.126333 0.264001 
2 2.665 2.666 2.246 2.525667 0.242199 
3 4.53 6.131 9.537 6.732667 2,55715 
4 6.363 6.217 6.153 6.244333 0.107635 
5 5.567 3.975 3.124 4.222 1.240088 
6 0.918 1.324 3.164 1.802 1.196868 
7 2.594 3.158 5.91 3.887333 1.774235 
8 3.531 2.98 1.793 2.768 0.888183 
9 2.854 1.465 1.147 1.822 0.907771 
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Individual fiber measurements for 950k glmol solution with 15% solids and tungsten 
stylus - (all measurements in microns) 
Average 11.76692308 
Standard Deviation 4.638621872 
Yield 0.928571429 
AveraQe Fiber Deviation 1.480954879 
Wire # Left Middle Right Average Std. Dev 
1 16.94 11.84 8.774 12.518 4.125003 
2 13.64 12.62 13.13 13.13 0.51 
3 15.52 16.56 18.67 16.91667 1.605003 
4 13.65 16.03 15.3 14.99333 1.219276 
5 14.67 24.2 13.9 17.59 5.73736 
6 15.21 14.66 14.57 14.81333 0.346458 
7 9.666 9.921 10.73 10.10567 0.555518 
8 17.77 15.78 15.78 16.44333 1.148927 
9 9.346 11.15 12.06 10.852 1.381323 
10 11.43 9.914 9.792 10.37867 0.912523 
11 8.384 7.405 7.733 7.840667 0.498301 
12 5.967 4.632 3.847 4.815333 1.071825 
13 2.667 2.641 2.411 2.573 0.140897 
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Individual fiber measurements for 950k glmol solution with 18% solids and tungsten 
stylus - (all meas urements in microns) 
Average 23.17571429 
Standard Deviation 10.68903258 
Yield 0.777777778 
Averaae Fiber Deviation 5.424250593 
Wire # Left Middle Right Average Std. Dev 
1 12.43 14.72 17.61 14.92 2.595785 
2 22.58 20.78 17.13 20.163333 2.776839 
3 13.51 13.77 13.78 13.686667 0.1 5308 
4 28.34 21 .17 25.99 25.166667 3.65522 
5 62.81 52.35 21 .68 45.613333 21 .37653 
6 22.05 20.53 25.74 22.773333 2.67926 
7 16.61 17.78 25.33 19.906667 4.733036 
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Individual fiber measurements for 950k glmol solution with 2 1.3% solids and tungsten 
stylus - (all meas urements in microns) 
Average 24.75113889 
Standard Deviation 12.36804115 
Yield 0.705882353 
Average Fiber Deviation 4.382276623 
Wire # Left Middle Right Average Std. Dev 
1 13.33 12.86 12.41 12.86667 0.460036 
2 4.275 5.54 5.876 5.230333 0.844228 
3 42.72 45.45 61.41 49.86 10.0953 
4 17.68 33.4 23.05 24.71 7.990388 
5 31.94 25.2 23.4 26.84667 4.501837 
6 22.5 17.01 14.32 17.94333 4.169105 
7 23.25 20.46 18.73 20.81333 2.280621 
8 14.99 11 .64 11 .23 12.62 2.062692 
9 25.57 28.22 28.7 27.49667 1.685714 
10 47.14 37.55 36.77 40.48667 5.775139 
11 33.23 29.65 34.73 32.53667 2.610006 
12 17.16 22.84 36.81 25.60333 10.11225 
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Individual fiber measurements for 495k g/mol solution with 16% solids and parylene 
stylus - (all meas urements in microns) 
Average 7.411857143 
Standard Deviation 2.48527639 
Yield 0.5 
AveraQe Fiber Deviation 1.960821624 
Wire # Left Middle Right Average Std. Dev 
1 4.448 5.968 6.916 5.777333 1.244999 
2 3.214 4.718 6.318 4.75 1.552247 
3 13.16 4.809 5.493 7.820667 4.636629 
4 6.177 6.416 8.205 6.932667 1.108334 
5 6.717 4.842 3.948 5.169 1.413166 
6 13.34 10.01 8.422 10.59067 2.509893 
7 12.16 10.72 9.648 10.84267 1.260485 
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Individual fiber measurements for 495k glmol solution with 17% solids and parylene 
stylus - (all measurements in microns) 
Average 6.776611111 
Standard Deviation 1.379977414 
Yield 0.3 
Average Fiber Deviation 1.106380624 
Wire # Left Middle Right Average Std. Dev 
1 7.87 8.223 6.417 7.503333 0.957205 
2 6.526 6.866 6.83 6.740667 0.186776 
3 3.229 8.772 9.296 7.099 3.361743 
4 3.803 4.543 5.413 4.586333 0.805874 
5 6.633 5.524 6 .028 6.061667 0.555266 
6 8.831 9.346 7.829 8.668667 0.771418 
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Individual fiber measurements for 495k glmol solution with 18% solids and parylene 
stylus - (all meas urements in microns) 
Average 6.265555556 
Standard Deviation 3.016874247 
Yield 0.642857143 
Average Fiber Deviation 0.878477499 
Wire # Left Middle Right Average Std. Dev 
1 9.11 9.709 9.314 9.377667 0.304533 
2 9.701 9.107 8.714 9.174 0.496899 
3 9.72 10.69 11.49 10.63333 0.88636 
4 4.36 3.762 1.694 3.272 1.398915 
5 6.987 7.691 8.32 7.666 0.666852 
6 4.735 5.602 7.203 5.846667 1.252059 
7 4.336 2.591 1.484 2.803667 1.437844 
8 4.36 3.261 2.41 3.343667 0.977625 
9 3.813 4.226 4.78 4.273 0.48521 
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Individual fiber measurements for 495k glmol solution with 21.6% solids and parylene 
stylus - (all meas urements in microns) 
Average 19.02916667 
Standard Deviation 1.399283878 
Yield 0.4 
Average Fiber Deviation 1.368953154 
Wire # Left Middle Right Average Std. Dev 
1 15.92 18.89 20.43 18.41333 2.292473 
2 18.43 17.44 16.91 17.59333 0.771514 
3 19.63 20.8 22.18 20.87 1.27644 
4 18.54 18.63 20.55 19.24 1.135385 
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Individual fiber measurements for 495k glmol solution with 23% solids and parylene 
stylus - (all meas urements in microns) 
Average 26.9825 
Standard Deviation 2.031776043 
Yield 0.4 
AveraQe Fiber Deviation 5.415085708 
Wire # Left Middle Right Average Std. Dev 
1 30.09 27.69 27.07 28.28333 1.595034 
2 34.46 22.51 17.29 24.75333 8.802081 
3 30.09 23.84 23.53 25.82 3.701175 
4 37.45 27.02 22.75 29.07333 7.562052 
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Individual fiber measurements for 495k glmol solution with 15.5% solids and non-stick 
stylus - (all meas urements in microns) 
Average 10.80948148 
Standard Deviation 6.876985035 
Yield 0.473684211 
Average Fiber Deviation 1.148290334 
Wire # Left Middle Right Average Std. Dev 
1 1.532 0.969 0.74 1.080333 0.407569 
2 18.75 16.92 14.56 16.74333 2.100579 
3 8.746 5.855 5.195 6.598667 1.888698 
4 8.627 7.061 6.837 7.508333 0.975246 
5 21 .97 19.27 19.27 20.17 1.558846 
6 19.25 18.91 21.44 19.86667 1.3731 11 
7 14.11 12.53 11 .73 12.79 1.211115 
8 8.104 7.27 8.138 7.837333 0.491619 
9 5.054 4.601 4.41 7 4.690667 0.32783 
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Individual fiber measurements for 495k glmol solution with 16% solids and non-stick 
stylus - (all measurements in microns) 
Average 8.757444444 
Standard Deviation 2.842715014 
Yield 0.3 
Average Fiber Deviation 1.064841568 
Wire # Left Middle Right Average Std. Dev 
1 7.864 6.55 4.484 6.299333 1.703885 
2 11.04 11.04 12.85 11 .64333 1.045004 
3 9.497 9.252 7.649 8.799333 1.003721 
4 11 .68 10.77 10.72 11.05667 0.540401 
5 9.633 10.44 10.77 10.281 0.584938 
6 5.986 4.445 2.964 4.465 1.511099 
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Individual fiber measurements for 495k glmol solution with 17% solids and non-stick 
stylus - (all meas urements in microns) 
Averaae 7.918111111 
Standard Deviation 5.076768901 
Yield 0.25 
Averaae Fiber Deviation 1.295413475 
Wire # Left Middle Right Average Std. Dev 
1 13.88 14.86 16.44 15.06 1.291666 
2 1.999 2.354 4.943 3.098667 1.607072 
3 5.774 7.656 8.132 7.187333 1.246907 
4 6.131 3.83 1.947 3.969333 2.095477 
5 5.506 5.701 3.403 4.87 1.274195 
6 13.51 13.03 13.43 13.32333 0.257164 
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Individual fiber measurements for 495k glmol solution with 18% solids and non-stick 
stylus - (all meas urements in microns) 
Average 4.696833333 
Standard Deviation 2.688757282 
Yield 0.35 
Average Fiber Deviation 0.966768349 
Wire # Left Middle Right Average Std. Dev 
1 5.329 4.448 3.173 4.316667 1.083984 
2 8.644 8.151 6.917 0.8896 
3 8.776 7.998 6.761 7.845 1.016176 
4 8.996 7.636 6.475 7.702333 1.261808 
5 3.544 1.958 1.193 2.231667 1.199154 
6 1.647 1.408 1.094 1.383 0.277346 
7 5.021 5.545 3.541 4.702333 1.03931 
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Individual fiber measurements for 495k glmol solution with 21.6% solids and non-stick 
stylus - (all meas urements in microns) 
AveraQe 15.23787179 
Standard Deviation 7.575145573 
Yield 0.928571429 
Averaae Fiber Deviation 1.283374453 
Wire # Left Middle Right Average Std. Dev 
1 3.788 2.675 2.358 2.940333 0.751017 
2 2.448 2.858 3.499 2.935 0.529714 
3 7.835 7.232 6.091 7.052667 0.885722 
4 9.044 9.599 12.22 10.28767 1.696302 
5 12.46 10.96 10.44 11.28667 1.048872 
6 15.66 14.55 14.52 14.91 0.649692 
7 22.4 19.62 19.85 20.62333 1.54293 
8 20.24 17.71 18.78 18.91 1.27 
9 22.8 22.55 22.55 22.63333 0.144338 
10 21.06 21.88 15.7 19.54667 3.356447 
11 20.19 18.46 20.16 19.60333 0.990269 
12 22.37 23.41 22.77 22.85 0.524595 
13 28.3 22.93 22.31 24.51333 3.293969 
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Individual fiber measurements for 495k glmo! solution with 23% solids and non-stick 
stylus - (all meas urements in microns) 
Average 34.79925926 
Standard Deviation 11 .61101223 
Yield 0.642857143 
AveraQe Fiber Deviation 4.21386843 
Wire # Left Middle Right Average Std. Dev 
1 23.68 20.68 20.37 21.57667 1.828123 
2 20.63 18.93 17.87 19.14333 1.392312 
3 35.48 28.95 30.95 31 .79333 3.345689 
4 13.65 16.03 35.52 21.73333 11.99876 
5 49.02 47.85 52.6 49.82333 2.4748 
6 38.19 34.98 44.61 39.26 4.903356 
7 46.03 46.53 47.38 46.64667 0.68252 
8 48.64 41.3 35.61 41 .85 6.532389 
9 37.34 40.13 46.63 41.36667 4.766868 
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Individual fiber measurements for 495k glmoI solution with 15.5% solids and glass stylus 
- (all measure ments in microns) 
Average 2.425733333 
Standard Deviation 1.085074227 
Yield 0.263157895 
Average Fiber Deviation 1.738031476 
Wire # Left Middle Right Average Std. Dev 
1 7.144 3.527 2.318 4.329667 2.51113 
2 3.209 1.638 0.906 1.917667 1.176696 
3 3.526 1.181 0.843 1.85 1.461264 
4 4.771 1.445 0.676 2.297333 2.17649 
5 3.233 1.405 0.564 1.734 1.364577 
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Individual fiber measurements for 495k glmol solution with 16% solids and glass stylus-
(all measurem ents in microns) 
Average 4.38247619 
Standard Deviation 3.113946447 
Yield 0.4375 
Average Fiber Deviation 0.959952097 
Wire # Left Middle Right Average Std. Dev 
1 1.867 1.867 1.032 1.588667 0.482087 
2 2.193 2.083 0.939 1.738333 0,694424 
3 6.291 4.091 4.532 4.971333 1.163942 
4 9.961 9.89 8.588 9.479667 0.773022 
5 9.183 7.033 5.506 7.240667 1.847275 
6 5.025 3.314 4.424 4.254333 0.868027 
7 2.31 1.374 0.529 1.404333 0.890887 
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Individual fiber measurements for 495k glmol solution with 17% solids and glass stylus -
(all measurements in microns) 
Averaae 4.198 
Standard Deviation 2.041012294 
Yield 0.2 
Averaae Fiber Deviatian 1.702355093 
Wire # Left Middle Right Average Std. Dev 
1 2.995 6.266 7.47 5.577 2.315696 
2 3.038 5.311 9.446 5.931667 3.248775 
3 1.972 0.908 1.53 1.47 0.534532 
4 3.056 3.919 4.465 3.813333 0.710418 
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Individual fiber measurements for 495k g/mol solution with 18% solids and glass stylus -
(all measurem ents in microns) 
Average 4.841833333 
Standard Deviation 2.708741767 
Yield 0.25 
Averaae Fiber Deviation 1.072648343 
Wire # Left Middle Right Average Std. Dev 
1 1.685 1.846 3.672 2.401 1.103658 
2 3.2 3.678 2.867 3.248333 0.407655 
3 6.026 4.725 4.907 5.219333 0.704496 
4 1089 7.429 7.177 8498667 2.074785 
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Individual fiber measurements for 495k glmol solution with 21.6% solids and glass stylus 
- (all measure ments in microns) 
Average 18.374 
Standard Deviation 6.363049351 
Yield 0.833333333 
AveraQe Fiber Deviation 1.656425111 
Wire # Left Middle Right Average Std. Dev 
1 20.86 19.42 19.46 19.91333 0.820081 
2 22.85 21 .67 18.81 21 .11 2.077402 
3 23.73 20.86 20.96 21 .85 1.628895 
4 14.49 13.92 14.49 14.3 0.32909 
5 15.39 24.2 13.9 17.83 5.56666 
6 31 .71 31.67 34.45 32.61 1.593612 
7 18.14 20.02 19.56 19.24 0.98 
8 17.19 14.86 13.04 15.03 2.080216 
9 10.26 11.19 10.69 10.71333 0.465439 
10 12.06 11.33 10.04 11 .14333 1.022855 
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Individual fiber measurements for 495k glmol solution with 23% solids and glass stylus -
(all measurem ents in microns) 
Average 17.286 
Standard Deviation 5.43578922 
Yield 0.714285714 
Average Fiber Deviation 1.279445199 
Wire # Left Middle Right Average Std. Dev 
1 28.8 26.98 27.25 27.67667 0.982157 
2 23.13 21 .29 21.53 21 .98333 1.000267 
3 20.11 16.76 16.76 17.87667 1.934123 
4 14.86 12.62 11 .31 12.93 1.795188 
5 12.58 10.47 10.46 11 .17 1.221106 
6 18.49 20.11 20.09 19.56333 0.929588 
7 23.05 20.51 20.51 21.35667 1.46647 
8 12.39 11.18 11 .38 11 .65 0.648614 
9 18.43 16.92 13.68 16.34333 2.426939 
10 11 .86 12.52 12.55 12.31 0.39 
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